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Presentation Outline

• Energy Trends and Eco-systems
• Local Collaboration Opportunities

• On-site solar/storage
• Community renewables/storage
• University engagement
• Low income/disadvantaged communities
• Energy training
• Building energy efficiency
• Energy decisions
• Planning and analysis
• Transport fueling
• Building electrification

• Summary
Available Appendices:
1. Collaborative Vision for Clean Local Energy, G. 
Braun
2. Resilience and Natural Gas, R. Edelstein
3. Community Solar, T. Haske



Energy and Economic 
Expansion
The basic conflict:
• Globally, humanity now has, on the 

average, the most amazingly reliable, 
affordable energy service ever.  Why 
would we change it?

• Our energy sourcing and usage is 
threatening to change everything else 
that we rely on.  Why would we not
change it if we can? 

If we want things to stay as they are, 
then things will have to change.
Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa

Climate change is driven by energy and economic 
expansion and is having radical impacts on communities.  
State responses should be every bit as radical.



GHG Emissions
"With historic storms lashing our state, we must 
combat climate change, make our state more resilient 
and lessen the impact of future natural disasters."   
North Carolina Governor, Florence Cooper

Source:  World Resources Institute



Decarbonization and Local Energy Resilience

Natural Gas/Renewables
H2/Renewables

Decarbonization

Natural Gas/Electricity
H2/Micro-grids

Energy Security 
and Resilience



Energy 
and 
Mobility 
1.0

From a grid owner’s perspective, local energy resources are “distributed” because 
they connect with energy “distribution” grids.  Costs of delivering electricity now 
exceed costs of supply in CA. This challenges the premise that cities and counties 
should rely on imported energy because it is cheaper to produce.  All things 
considered, it isn’t.

“Small is 
beautiful, but it 
isn’t big 
enough.”

James Schlesinger

Really?



US Energy 
Sector 
Trends

New energy technologies are modular, leading to an opportunity for decentralization.  
Decentralization leads to an opportunity for democratization through local decisions.  
Local decisions can greatly accelerate GHG emissions reduction, aka 
“decarbonization”.  Local governments and energy utilities operate as monopolies.  
Monopolies’ incentives to initiate change are limited. Demonopolization will open up 
possibilities for smart local utility grids, microgrids and automation of building energy 
management. 



Energy 
and 
Mobility 
2.0

As counties and cities decarbonize, the future of energy and mobility will 
converge.  Each local jurisdiction will have an unique set of local resource 
and integration opportunities.

Source:  Electric Vehicles for Smarter Cities:  The Future of energy and Mobility”  Word Economic Forum, 2018



Local Energy 
Decarbonization

Function Present Decarbonization 
Enablers Future

Building energy

Grid energy 
deliveries –

natural gas and 
electricity

Retrofits and 
hybrid systems

Local production 
and imports –

H2 & electricity

Transportation 
energy

Liquid fuel 
deliveries –

gasoline & diesel

EVs, NGVs and 
FCEVs

Local production 
and imports –

H2 & electricity



Natural Gas Low 
Carbon Pathways



State Energy Eco-systems
Private Sector

Zone of Com
petition

Energy Monopolies

Zone of Collaboration

Government

State

National electricity and 
fuel wholesalers and 

retailers

State-regulated or state-
owned energy infrastructure 
owners and service providers

Governor and legislature

State based electricity 
and fuel wholesalers

Electricity or natural gas 
pipeline system operators

State agencies and legislative 
committees

Local 

Local fuel and equipment 
retailers, contractors and 

installers

Community choice agencies 
and rural cooperatives

County and city governing 
boards and councils

Homes, businesses and 
privately owned vehicles

Utility operations and training 
centers

Public works departments and 
joint powers agencies

As transformation of energy markets progresses, state energy investment portfolios may become 
misaligned with emerging local needs and opportunities.  To achieve better alignment, states can 
encourage closer collaboration between local government and utilities.  Even now, each side 
encounters obstacles that can only be removed or mitigated by the other.  The resulting 
“opportunity costs” are already huge and also expanding.



Electricity Grid 
Owners

Electrification, Mini- Micro-
and Nanogrids

Fuel Gas Utilities
NG/H2 Infrastructure, DG, 

Cogen, BUGs and FCEVs

Cities, Counties and 
Local Energy Service 

Providers
Community and On-site Solar, 
Wind, and Storage Resources

Technical and Economic 
Integration/Collaboration

Local Energy 
Eco-system

Source:  IRESN, Inc.

Because they incorporate the 
same functions as state energy 
eco-systems and must account 
for more rapid change, local 
energy eco-systems will 
require similar technical and 
economic integration, plus 
unprecedented collaboration.

http://www.iresn.org/


Electricity Grid 
Owners

Electrification, Mini- Micro-
and Nanogrids

Fuel Gas Utilities
NG/H2 Infrastructure, DG, 

Cogen, BUGs and FCEVs

Cities, Counties and 
Local Energy Service 

Providers
Community and On-site Solar, 
Wind, and Storage Resources

Technical and Economic 
Integration/Collaboration

Local Energy Eco-system

Source:  IRESN, Inc.

http://www.iresn.org/


Prioritization Considerations - California
Target Area Current Public 

Investment
Current Energy 
Utility Investment

Mid Term Economic 
& Energy Security 
Impact

City/Utility 
Collaboration
Benefit

On-site solar/storage Very high Modest Very high Very high near term

Community RE/storage Low Very low Very high Very high mid term

University engagement Very low Very low Very high High near term

Underserved communities Low Very high High High mid term

Energy training Very low Modest High High mid term

Energy efficiency High Very high Modest High long term

Planning  and analysis Low Modest Low High mid term

Energy decisions Very low Low Very high High long term

Transport fuels Very low Modest Modest High long term

Building electrification Low Very low Modest High long term

Note:  Illustrative.  Not in priority order.  Priorities will vary significantly from state to state.



Local Renewable 
Electricity Resources
Local clean energy supply resources vary widely 
from county to county, suggesting a long term local 
resource development and integration role that may 
vary and need collaborative attention. Each county 
or city has a different set of resource opportunities 
than all the others.  One size no longer fits all.

Net metered Solar PV in California
Source: 
https://www.californiasolarstatistics.ca.gov/rep
orts/locale_stats/

Source:  California
Energy Commission

https://www.californiasolarstatistics.ca.gov/reports/locale_stats/


Net Energy Metering
Net metering of “behind the 
meter” solar PV arrays is available 
to families and businesses in most 
US states.  
Its successful implementation 
depends on the work of utility and 
local government professionals 
who ensure proper 
interconnection and code 
compliance.  
In most cases, cities and energy 
utilities coordinate but do not 
collaborate.  Each has its own 
purview, i.e. the building (city) and 
the local electricity grid (utility).  
Staff members on each side enforce 
existing rules but do not have the 
authority or capacity to consider 
exceptions that might be locally 
appropriate.  A jointly empowered 
local authority may be needed to 
play this role.



On-site Solar/Storage

Counties and cities benefit from related local 
job creation and have an interest in 
encouraging system sizing and on-site storage 
integration that maximize GHG emissions 
reductions and returns on local investment. 
Current utility interconnection rules conflict 
with this interest.
States can allow system sizing consistent with 
increased future on-site electricity usage 
resulting from electric vehicle charging and 
adoption of heat pump water heating.
Cities and utilities can initiate consideration of 
creating joint local authorities to protect 
consumers and the community’s interest in 
maximizing local economic and environmental 
benefits.*

On-site solar is cost-effective in most states that offer 
“net energy metering”.  It accounts for more than 40% of 
annual solar capacity additions in the US, more than half 
of which are residential.  Commercial NEM installations 
dominate in high growth local markets.  
*See report for additional recommendations for states, utilities and communities



Community Renewables Under current regulation, utilities will not 
choose to strand current supply assets or 
renegotiate current supply contracts in order 
to reduce GHG emissions. As a complementary 
approach to net metered solar, the idea of 
“shared” or “community” solar has been 
proposed and piloted where possible.  It 
enables energy users unable to deploy solar on 
their property to purchase solar electricity.  
Because it involves delivery of renewable 
electricity through the agency of others, 
utilities see it as a threat to business models 
organized around monopoly power.  They also 
fear it might strand current generation assets.
States can:  1) establish criteria for community 
eligibility to implement community 
renewables on a virtual net metering basis, or 
2) allow communities to offer electricity from 
local renewable and solar plus storage 
projects up to a specified percentage of 
existing net metered solar capacity with no 
extra charge for grid services.



University Clean Energy
Renewables, CCHP and Microgrids

Above:  The UC San Diego microgrid 
project consists of two 13.5 MW gas 
turbines, one 3 MW steam turbine, and a 
1.2 MW solar-cell installation that together 
supply 85% of campus electricity needs, 
95% of its heating, and 95% of its cooling.

Above:  16 MW Solar Power Project Behind UC 
Davis’s Campus  Electricity Meter

Right:  Planned as a net zero 
community served by a 
microgrid, UC Davis’s West 
Village is powered primarily by 
net metered solar arrays on 
roofs and parking lot canopies.  



University Engagement
University student and faculty populations may 
have skill sets that overlap those of cities and 
utilities. Many universities have aggressive climate 
action plans, a compelling need to prepare for 
disasters, plus the administrative discipline and 
organizational capacity to implement infrastructure 
and facilities improvement plans. 
On the academic side, universities have abundant, 
diverse capacities to fill planning and analysis gaps 
communities face.  Generally, there is capacity to 
manage large databases and analyze data to find 
and evaluate opportunities for transformative 
change.
On their operations side, universities have 
significant facility management capacity, a need 
for bulk energy supply and the ability to manage 
its distribution on campus and even to create and 
operate combined heat and power systems, which 
in turn enable the operation of campus 
microgrids.
States can develop roadmaps and provide funding 
for more effective university engagement in 
support of community/utility collaboration.

Source:  Cool Climate Network, a University – Government – Business –
NGO Partnership at UC Berkeley 



Underserved Communities
“Public goods” charges account for as much as ten 
percent of utility revenues in some states.  A large share 
of such funds are allocated to rate discounts for low 
income residents and families. In 2018, California started 
to offer incentives for homeowners in underserved 
communities whose roofs are suitable for solar, as well 
as subscriptions to community solar projects for renters
and others that lack roof space or the financial flexibility 
to install solar.  Virtual net metering of electricity from 
community solar projects allows full retail bill credits and 
community ownership options for community solar, 
following the lead of Hawaii, Colorado, and 
Massachusetts.  Will the next step be community 
microgrids like the one planned for Bronzeville, Illinois?
States can set goals that there be no net out-flow of 
dollars from under-served communities for imported 
commodity energy purchases, i.e. natural gas or 
electricity not produced locally.  Related local projects 
should be financed by local banks with necessary 
guarantees provided by state infrastructure banks.

GRID Alternatives is a national 501 nonprofit organization 
that installs solar power systems and provides job training 
for underserved communities.

In 2018, California PUC approved three new 
low-income solar programs for IOU 
customers in disadvantaged communities 
(DACs): DAC-Single-family Solar Homes, 
DAC-Green Tariff, and Community Solar 
Green Tariff.  California also enacted SB 
1477, which provides incentives for 
innovative near-zero emission homes, with a 
focus on providing support for low-income 
residents who pay a disproportionate share 
of their income for energy.



Energy Training

Above:  Sterling, MA Municipal Light Department solar + 
storage microgrid control center.  Below:  Use of virtual 
reality for training at a natural gas utility training center.

Outsourced corporate training is a $100 billion industry 
in the US. Large utilities need to address specialized 
training needs.  Many large utilities have training 
centers and robust programs.  
Most counties and cities have few employees with skill 
sets necessary to create and manage energy programs 
and services.  
Can utilities expand training capacity and anticipate 
local government needs as local governments target 
expanded clean local energy resource development and 
take a locally integrative role addressing climate action 
and resilience? 
States can require local climate action and resilience 
plans that address local clean energy training and 
consumer protection needs, including community 
microgrid design/implementation training for mixed 
teams of local government and utility employees. 



Energy Efficiency Spending Energy efficiency funding is collected locally.  Part of it flows 
back, locally and unevenly, and generally under local 
government radar. What percentage of the energy resources 
consumed within American communities are wasted?  Does 
inefficient use of energy erode the economic health 
nationally and locally? What sectors are more and less 
efficient? Can much more productive use of energy resources 
be achieved over the next three decades?  Are programs that 
do not account for local energy usage profile and 
infrastructure differences effective? To what extent does the 
energy efficiency program effectiveness depend on local 
planning/management? 

Right:  Current energy efficiency spending is managed 
in most states by energy utilities. Little correlation 
between spending per capita and usage reduction is 
evident. 

Source:  LBNL



Local Energy 
Efficiency

Building energy efficiency improvements are typically accomplished through an eco-system of private 
sector intermediaries and local contractors.  Rebates are equally available across diverse climate, 
geographic and demographic zones.  Utility program administrators have limited ability and flexibility 
to identify and target the greatest efficiency needs and opportunities in each city or jurisdiction.  Each 
county, city and neighborhood energy profile differs from all others.  State approved “one-size-fits-
all” program design and delivery results in utility administered programs that under-serve many 
communities and also miss opportunities to engage technically with communities that are planning 
for climate action and resilience or have Community Choice energy service. 

States can require local 
governments and utilities to 
jointly determine which state 
subsidized energy efficiency 
programs would be most 
effectively administered by the 
utility, local government or 
collaboratively through a jointly 
managed effort.



Planning and Analysis
Local governments typically lack adequate capacity 
for energy planning.  Local energy planning in most 
cases is done by energy utilities.  Local 
governments may have no visibility to the specifics.  
10 years ago, California local governments were 
required to develop climate action plans based on 
available energy usage information.  
No resources were available for implementation.   
Information needed to track progress was difficult 
to access.  Over the following decade, citizens and 
business owners took effective action in some 
cases, but now in many cases there is no up-to-
date forward plan. 
States can:
• Offer phased matching grants to local 

jurisdictions to build staff capacity to co-manage 
(with energy utilities) local energy market 
transformation consistent with state goals and 
priorities.

• Co-fund and require completion a baseline 
integrated energy analysis to establish feasible 
climate action and resilience goals.

States should (continued):
• Require that cities and utilities jointly and 

actively track local energy resource 
development progress and jointly 
complete and sign off on annual forecast 
and plan updates. 



Energy User Decisions
Web-accessible energy usage and billing information is 
also expanding and evolving. The menu of available 
energy choices is expanding. Items on it are offered, not 
just by utilities, but also by local energy service retailers, 
local Community Choice agencies, home improvement 
stores and web-based energy product retailers. 
Energy users face energy investment decisions that may 
reduce or increase property values and carbon 
footprints.  They may settle for advice from those willing 
to provide it, often missing key considerations and 
making sub-optimal, or even bad, decisions.  Choices 
having obvious benefits may have hidden costs.  
Promised near term savings may be wiped out by long 
term shifts in technology, costs and rates, some 
predictable, some not.  States, communities and 
utilities have an interest in well informed and 
competently advised energy user decisions.   
States can determine if secure and seamless sharing of 
energy usage data/information and GIS data between 
cities and utilities would encourage more data-driven 
and effective local climate action/resilience planning 
and tracking. 



Transport Fueling
Some states are actively supporting clean vehicle 
fueling infrastructure development between 
major population centers.  Local fueling 
infrastructure needs similar local attention. Two 
new fuels are beginning to penetrate the 
transportation sector, i.e. electricity and 
hydrogen.  Battery electric vehicles and fuel cell 
electric vehicles will be fueled within city 
boundaries for the most part. The location and 
ownership of new vehicle fueling infrastructure 
and fueling stations is not yet on the radar of 
most local governments.  
Energy utilities will seek to expand revenues as 
transport fuel providers, while local governments 
will have authority over licensing and siting local 
retail fueling services, creating an obvious 
opportunity for collaboration. 
States can require joint utility/local action to 
locally plan and regulate clean vehicle fueling.

Photo Credit: GM



Building Electrification

California’s Governor signs 
SB 3232 requiring Energy 
Commission evaluation of 
options to reduce 
emissions from buildings 
by 40 percent from 1990 
levels by 2030.

Homebuilders typically specify natural gas 
furnaces and water heaters where natural 
gas service is available, based on first cost 
considerations and perceived customer 
preferences.  In states where heating degree 
days are high, this will likely continue.  In 
these states, adoption of the most efficient 
new and hybrid natural gas heating 
technologies should be encouraged.  In 
other states, life cycle cost considerations 
may tip the balance toward electric heat 
pump based appliances.

Both electric and natural gas utilities provide 
energy security and vital customer services.  
States can clarify their policies regarding 
future complementary and collaborative 
local roles.  State guidance to local 
government should reflect shared local/state 
interest in GHG emissions reductions, 
energy security and local energy resilience.



Large Cities and Utilities
There is movement toward collaboration between large 
cities and some large, nationally competitive utilities that 
serve them.  On-going city/utility pairings include Atlantic 
City/Duke, Charlotte/Duke, Denver/Xcel, Minneapolis/ 
Excel, Brooklyn/ConEd, Chicago/ComEd.  
Collaborative projects are being organized around micro-
grids, some solar based, some just solar "ready".  They 
provide the partnering utilities with PR benefits and 
pragmatic experience.  Replicability in smaller cities may or 
may not be a goal, but it is essential if the projects are to 
point the way to affordable energy resilience.  Projects 
worth watching will be those where replicability is a goal. 
CHICAGO (May 4, 2017) – ComEd and the Metropolitan Mayors Caucus 
(MMC) announced today a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that 
will support the study and development of new energy efficiency 
programs, smart streetlights, and community and residential solar and 
other infrastructure projects. The MOU provides for a one-of-a-kind 
collaboration between ComEd and the MMC to develop a pilot for a 
national model on how utilities and municipalities can work together to 
create greener, more resilient and sustainable communities. 

29



State Policy Menu Main Courses
Target Area State Policy to Authorize or Require:

On-site solar/storage System sizing flexibility for local economic optimization and decarbonization

Community RE/storage At least one option for local government involvement

University engagement Funding support for university engagement in support of local energy collaboration

Underserved communities No outflow of local dollars for imported energy purchases

Staff training Climate action and resilience plans that address local  energy training needs

Energy efficiency Joint utility/local government management of selected programs

Planning and analysis Integrated local energy analysis and match local government costs 

Energy decisions Secure/seamless sharing of energy usage data/information and GIS data 

Transport fuels Joint community/utility vehicle fueling infrastructure plans

Building electrification Local building electrification standards for energy security and local decarbonization



Policy Implementation State:
Establish state coordination authority and funding to 
facilitate local energy collaboration. 
Determine the most secure, resilient and cost-
effective future balance between community based 
and “utility scale” energy supply.
Create a “roadmap” to a secure and sustainable state 
energy supply.
Recognize cultural change as the critical path to 
successful collaboration.
Utility:
Trade unnecessary control for necessary 
collaboration.
Create an offer for to the community that 
complements your offer to the customer.
Staff for engagement with the communities you 
serve.
Local Government:
Map the local energy eco-system.
Set climate action, equity and resilience goals.
Build local public and private sector energy program 
and project implementation capacities.
Staff for engagement with utilities and energy 
customers

States can begin by revising policies that technology and cost 
changes and climate concerns have rendered perverse.  Local 
solar (darker blues) shows consistent growth and market share 
in spite of rules that greatly limit avoided electricity imports 
that, along with local job creation and resilience benefits would 
materially strengthen local economies across the US.  On-site 
solar has equivalent effects and is no more of a threat to utility 
business models than the energy efficiency investments states 
divert utility revenues to encourage.



Collaborate or Die Energy and economic trends are 
linked.  Local energy trends that 
decouple the linkage between 
greenhouse gases and energy use 
can move fast enough if given timely 
and aggressive policy attention.  
US states have the necessary 
capacity and authority.  Each state 
will have different priorities.  
Nevertheless, the basic strategy 
must be to demand and support 
collaboration where there has been 
little or none in the past.
No single collaboration area will 
produce decisive results.  Because 
they catalyze one another, all must 
be targeted.  The key in all cases is to 
remove barriers to collaboration 
while strengthening capacities for 
collaboration.

Homes and Businesses

Full 
Collaboration

Choice And 
Limited 

Collaboration

Limited Choice

No Choice or 
Collaboration

Strategic 
Technical 
and 
Economic 
Integration

Service 
Provider 
Control 
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State Policy Menu – All Courses

Target Area Policy #1 Policy #2 Policy #3

General Coordination Local/IOU supply balance Supply roadmap

On-site solar/storage System sizing flexibility Standards and metrics Annual reporting

Community RE/storage VM qualifying technologies VM qualifying applications VM rules and obligations

University engagement Roadmap for effective university engagement in support of local energy collaboration

Underserved communities Require net zero via VM Include storage and BUG Low interest loans

Staff training CAPs address training Assessment, strategy and guidelines

Energy efficiency Assign PM responsibilities Joint PM guidelines Community Choice role

Planning and analysis Share local EM staff costs Require integrated analysis Require joint planning

Energy decisions Combine usage reporting Data/information sharing 

Transport fuels Require joint community/utility vehicle fueling infrastructure plans

Building electrification Guidance regarding local emissions and energy resilience trade-offs

IOU = Investor-owned utility
VM = Virtual energy metering
PM = Program management
EM = Energy management
CAAP = Climate Action Plan
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